
Introduction from Dr. Churchill 

 
How is watching a movie similar to dreaming? What goes on in our minds when we become absorbed in a movie? How 
does looking “into” a movie screen allow us to experience the thoughts and feelings of a movie’s characters? In this next 
class we will explore how cinematic techniques draw us deeper into the movie experience; we will also examine the 
spectator’s identification with, and emotional responses to, film characters. 
 
Through a discussion of two films -- Robert Enrico's (1962, 29 min) An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge (free on Amazon 
Prime) and Julian Schnabel's (2007, 112 min) The Diving Bell and the Butterfly (HBO rental), we will explore the aesthetic 
qualities of film that enable it directly and indirectly to represent what film theorist Bruce Kawin refers to as 
“mindscreen” or the cinema’s capacity to let us see the world through the eyes of a particular character. Cinematic 
“point of view” (POV) becomes the center of any discussion of the reality status of what we are viewing on the screen. 
(For those with a real interest in early cinema, you might watch the full 1932 version of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde before 
watching Diving Bell. Otherwise, I will show three short clips from Dr. Jekyll during the class webinar, along with Pixar's 
Red's Dream) 
 
The recommended readings are designed to invite the participant one step at a time into a deeper appreciation of 
cinema. The first chapter of Bruce Kawin’s Mindscreen and the first two chapters of Colin McGinn’s The Power of Movies 
will help us make us more explicitly aware of how film as a medium works on us. While looking with a psychological 
"eye" at the content of movies, we will also be examining "point of view" in the cinema: the way that films do not simply 
re-present objective reality, but serve to offer implicit or explicit perspectives on reality. Cinematic "point of view" will 
be brought into dialogue with the psychoanalytic concept of "identification” through reference to Berys Gaut's chapter 
(in Plantinga's book) on "Identification and Emotion in Narrative Film" (attached here). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96xGUa1a_zs 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Occurrence-At-Owl-Creek-
Bridge/dp/B0747TVKKV/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=occurrence+at+owl+creek+bridge&qid=1590549836&s=instant
-video&sr=1-1 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Diving-Bell-Butterfly-Max-
Sydow/dp/B00AHCCE78/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+diving+bell+and+the+butterfly+film&qid=1590549143&s=
books&sr=1-1-catcorr 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Dr-Jekyll-Hyde-Fredric-
March/dp/B0014C5HUQ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=NBXGLA0BUDM8&dchild=1&keywords=dr+jekyll+and+mr+hyde+1932&qid=1
590550193&s=instant-video&sprefix=dr+jekyll+%26+mr+hyde+1932%2Cinstant-video%2C154&sr=1-1 
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